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Abstract: In the Iterated Immediate Snapshot model (IIS ) the memory consists of a sequence of one-shot Immediate
Snapshot (IS ) objects. Each IS object can be accessed with an operation that atomically writes a value and returns a
snapshot of its contents. Each process can access each IS object at most once. Processes access the sequence of IS
objects, one-by-one, asynchronously, in a wait-free manner; any number of processes can crash. It has been shown
by Borowsky and Gafni and others that this model is very useful to study the usual read/write shared memory model.
Its interest lies in the elegant recursive structure of its runs, hence of the ease to analyze it round by round. In a very
interesting way, Borowsky and Gafni have shown that the IIS model and the read/write model are equivalent for the
wait-free solvability of decision tasks.
In this paper we extend the benefits of the IIS model to partially synchronous systems. Given a shared memory
model enriched with a failure detector, what is an equivalent IIS model? The paper shows that an elegant way of
capturing the power of a failure detector and other partially synchronous systems in the IIS model is by restricting
appropriately its set of runs, giving rise to the Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot model (IRIS ).
The benefit of the proposed approach is new results (including new proofs of existing results) when we consider
the IRIS model instead of the equivalent read/write model enriched with a given failure detector directly. As a study
case, the paper considers a system enriched with limited-scope accuracy failure detectors, where there is a cluster
of processes such that eventually some correct process is eventually never suspected by any process in that cluster.
The paper provides a new proof of the k-set agreement Herlihy and Penso’s lower bound for shared memory system
augmented with a limited-scope accuracy failure detector. The proof is based on an extension of the Borowsky-Gafni
IIS simulation to encompass failure detectors, followed by a very simple topological argumentation.
With the IRIS model we have succeeded in capturing the partial synchrony of a failure detector enriched system
via a fully asynchronous, round by round system. We thus hope to have contributed to a better understanding of
fault-tolerant distributed computing.
Key-words: Algorithmic reduction, Asynchronous system, Distributed algorithm, Distributed Computability, Failure
detectors, Fault-tolerance, Round-based computation, Shared memory, Topology.
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Le mode`le de calcul IRIS
Re´sume´ : Ce rapport pre´sente le mode`le de calcul re´parti IRIS. Ce mode`le conside`re des calculs asynchrones,
“sans-attente” en pre´sence de fautes.
Mots cle´s : Syste`me asynchrone, re´duction algorithmique, algorithme distribue´, calculabilite´ distribue´e, de´tecteur de
fautes, instantane´ atomique, crash de processus, mode`le de calcul fonde´ sur les rondes, me´moire partage´e, algorithme
sans attente, toplogie.
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1 Introduction
A distributed model of computation consists of a set of n processes communicating through some medium (some form
of message passing or shared memory), satisfying specific timing assumptions (process speeds and communication
delays), and failure assumptions (their number and severity). A major obstacle in the development of a theory of
distributed computing is the wide variety of models that can be defined – many of which represent real systems – with
combinations of parameters in both the (a)synchrony and failure dimensions [4, 26, 27]. Thus, an important line of
research is concerned with finding ways of unifying results, impossibility techniques, and algorithm design paradigms
of different models.
An early approach towards this goal has been to derive direct simulations from one model to another; e.g., to show
how to transform a protocol running in an asynchronous message passing model to one for a shared memory model
[2], or from an asynchronous model to a synchronous model [3], or from a protocol tolerating some number of failures
to one tolerating more failures [8]. A more recent approach has been to devise models of a higher level of abstraction,
where results about various more specific models can be derived (e.g., [16, 23, 28]). Two main ideas are at the heart
of the approach, which has been studied mainly for crash failures only, and is the topic of this paper.
Two bedrocks: wait-freedom and round-based execution It has been discovered [6, 24, 34] that the wait-free case
is fundamental. In a system where any number of processes can crash, each process must complete the protocol in
a finite number of its own steps, and “wait statements” to hear from another process are not useful. In a wait-free
system it is easy to consider the simplicial complex of global states of the system after a finite number of steps, and
various papers have analyzed topological invariants about the structure of such a complex, to derive impossibility
results. Such invariants are based on the notion of indistinguishability, which has played a fundamental role in nearly
every lower bound in distributed computing. Two global states are indistinguishable to a set of processes if they have
the same local states in both. In the figure on the right, there is a complex with three triangles, each one is a simplex
representing a global state; the corners of a simplex represent local states of processes in the global state. The center
simplex and the rightmost simplex represent global states that are indis-
tinguishable to p1 and p2, which is why the two triangles share an edge.
Only p3 can distinguish between the two global states. This complex is a
manifold because each edge is contained in at most two triangles.
Results about t-resilient systems are derived by reduction to the wait-free case [8], or using bivalency arguments
(e.g., [15, 28]) which do not seem to be generalizable from consensus to set agreement. The 1-resilient characterization
of [9] is by reduction to the consensus impossibility of [15], and in general dealing with t-resilient executions is more
difficult than the wait-free case; compare for example the wait-free consensus impossibility proof in [21] with the one
of [15].
Most attempts at unifying models of various degrees of asynchrony restrict attention to a subset of well-behaved,
round-based executions. The approach in [7] goes beyond that and defines an iterated round-based model (IIS ), where
each communication object can be accessed only once by each process. These objects, called Immediate Snapshot
objects [5], are accessed by the processes with a single operation denoted write snap(), that writes the value provided
by the invoking process and returns to it a snapshot [1] of its content. An IS object can be accessed at most once by
each process, and the sequence of IS objects are accessed asynchronously, and one after the other by each process. It
is shown in [7] that the IIS model is equivalent (for bounded wait-free task solvability) to the usual read/write shared
memory model.
Thus, the runs of the IIS model are not a subset of the runs of a standard (non-iterated) model as in other works,
and the price that has to be payed is an ingenious simulation algorithm showing that the model is equivalent to a
read/write shared memory model (w.r.t. wait-free task solvability). But the reward is a model that has an elegant
recursive structure: the complex of global states after i rounds is a manifold, and the complex after i + 1 rounds is
obtained by replacing each simplex by a one round complex (see Figure 1). Indeed, the IIS model was the basis for
the proof in [7] of the main characterization theorem of [24], and was instrumental for the results in [19].
Context and goals of the paper We introduce the IRIS model, which consists of a subset of runs of the IIS model
of [7], to obtain the benefits of the round by round and wait-freedom approaches in one model, where processes run
wait-free but the executions represent those of a partially synchronous model. As an application, we derive new, simple
impossibility results for set agreement in several partially synchronous systems, as described in more detail below.
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In the construction of a distributed computing theory, a central question has been understanding how the degree
of synchrony of a system affects its power to solve distributed tasks. The degree of synchrony has been expressed
in various ways, typically either by specifying a bound t on the number of processes that can crash, as bounds on
delays and process steps [14], by a failure detector [10], or by using powerful shared memory objects [21]. It has been
shown multiple times that systems with more synchrony can solve more tasks. Previous works in this direction have
mainly considered an asynchronous system enriched with a failure detector that can solve consensus. Some works
have identified this type of synchrony in terms of fairness properties [35]. Other works have considered round-based
models with no failure detectors [16]. Some other works [25] focused on performance issues mainly about consensus.
Also, in some cases, the least amount of synchrony required to solve some task has been identified, within some
paradigm. A notable example is the weakest failure detector to solve consensus [11] or k-set agreement [37]. Set
agreement [12] represents a desired coordination degree to be achieved in the system, requiring processes to agree on
at most k different values (consensus is 1-set agreement), and hence is natural to use it as a measure for the synchrony
degree in the system. The fundamental result of the area is that k-set agreement is not solvable in a wait-free, i.e. fully
asynchronous system even for k = n−1 [6, 24, 34]. However, we are still lacking a clear view of what exactly “degree
of synchrony” means. For example, the same power as far as solving k-set agreement can be achieved in various ways,
such as via different failure detectors [29] or t-resilience assumptions. A second goal for introducing the IRIS model,
is to have a mean of precisely representing the degree of synchrony of a system, and this is achieved with the IRIS
model by considering particular subsets of runs of the IIS model.
Capturing partial synchrony with a failure detector As previously observed, a way of defining a partially syn-
chronous system is with a failure detector [10], i.e., a distributed oracle that provides each process with hints on
process failures. According to the type and the quality of the hints, several classes of failure detectors have been
defined (e.g., [13, 18, 29, 32, 37]).
As an example, this paper focuses on the family of limited scope accuracy failure detectors, denoted 3Sx [20, 30,
36]. These capture the idea that a process may detect failures reliably on the same local-area network, but less reliably
over a wide-area network. They are a generalization of the class denoted 3S that has been introduced in [10] (3Sn
is 3S). Informally, a failure detector of the class 3Sx is for a system made up of a single cluster of processes; it
states that there is a correct process that is eventually never erroneously suspected by any process in that cluster. The
technical report [33] describes the extension to q disjoint clusters and the circumstances under which k-set agreement
can be solved in this model, which were proved first in [22].
Results of the paper The paper starts by describing the read/write computation model enriched with a failure detec-
tor C of the class 3Sx, and the IIS model, in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, it describes an IRIS model that precisely
captures the synchrony provided by the asynchronous system equipped with C. To show that the synchrony is indeed
captured, the paper presents two simulations in Section 4. The first is a simulation from the shared memory model with
C to the IRIS model. The second shows how to extract C from the IRIS model, and then simulate the read/write model
with C. From a technical point of view, this is the most difficult part of the paper. We had to develop a generalization
of the wait-free simulation described in [7] that preserved consistency with the simulated failure detector.
The simulations prove Theorem 1: an agreement task is wait-free solvable in the read/write model enriched with C
if and only if it is wait-free solvable in the corresponding IRIS model. Then, using a simple topological observation,
it is easy to derive the lower bound of [22] for solving k-set agreement in a system enriched with C. In the approach
presented in this paper, the technically difficult proofs are encapsulated in algorithmic reductions between the shared
memory model and the IRIS model, while in the proof of [22] combinatorial topology techniques introduced in [23]
are used to derive the topological properties of the runs of the system enriched with C directly.
A companion technical report [33] extends the results presented here to other failure detector classes and in the
full version, to t-resilient computability.
2 Computation model and failure detector class
This section presents a quick overview of the background needed for the rest of the paper, more detailed descriptions
can be found elsewhere, e.g., [4, 7, 10, 27]. We describe here the two main models we are concerned with, in Section
Irisa
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2.1 the standard shared memory model with a failure detector, and in Section 2.2 the IIS model. In Section 2.3 we
define tasks, and the known equivalence between these models.
2.1 Shared memory model enriched with a failure detector of the class 3Sx
We consider a standard asynchronous system made up of n processes, p1, . . . , pn, of which any of them can crash.
A process is correct in a run if it takes an infinite number of steps. The shared memory is structured as an array
SM [1..n] of atomic registers, such that only pi can write to SM [i], and pi can read any entry. Uppercase letters are
used to denote shared registers. However, it is often useful to consider higher level abstractions constructed out of such
registers, that are implementable on top of them, such as snapshots objects. In this case, a process can read the entire
memory SM [1..n] in a single atomic operation, denoted snapshot() [1]. A process can have local variables. Those are
denoted with sub-indexed lowercase letters, e.g., leveli[1..n] is a local array of pi.
Several classes of failure detectors can be defined according to the kind and the quality of failures information they
provide. The presentation is centered on the class {3Sx}, where 1 ≤ x ≤ n , a simple generalization of the class 3S
introduced in [10] (in particular, 3Sn is 3S). Each process pi is endowed with a variable TRUSTEDi that contains
identities of processes that are believed to be currently alive. The process pi can only read TRUSTEDi. When j ∈
TRUSTEDi we say “pi trusts pj” 1. By definition, a crashed process trusts all processes. The failure detector class 3Sx
is defined by the following properties:
• Strong completeness. There is a time after which every faulty process is never trusted by every correct
process.
• Limited scope eventual weak accuracy. There is a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p`, and
a (finite) time after which each process of Q trusts p`.
The time τ , the set Q and the process p` are not known by the processes. Moreover, some processes of Q could have
crashed. The parameter x, 1 ≤ x ≤ n, defines the scope of the eventual accuracy property. When x = 1, the failure
detector provides no information on failures, when x = n the failure detector can be used to solve consensus.
We sometimes use the following equivalent formulation of 3Sx [29], assuming the local variable controlled by the
failure detector is REPRi.
• Limited eventual common representative. There is a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p`,
and a (finite) time after which, for any correct process pi, we have i ∈ Q ⇒ REPRi = ` and i /∈ Q ⇒
REPRi = i.
2.2 The Iterated immediate snapshot (IIS ) model
A one-shot immediate snapshot object IS is accessed with a a single operation denoted write snap(). Intuitively, when
a process pi invokes write snap(v) it is as if it instantaneously executes a write IS [i] ← v operation followed by an
IS .snapshot() operation. If several processes execute simultaneously IS .write snap(), then their corresponding write
operations are executed concurrently, and then their corresponding snapshot operations are executed concurrently
(each of the concurrent operations sees the values written by the other concurrent operations): they are set-linearizable
[31].
The semantics of the write snap() operation is characterized by the three following properties, where vi is the
value written by pi and smi, the value (or view) it gets back from the operation, for each pi invoking the operation. To
simplify the statement of the properties, we consider smi as a set of pairs (k, vk), where vk corresponds to the value
in pk’s entry of the array. If SM [k] = ⊥, the pair (k,⊥) is not placed in smi. Moreover, we have (by definition)
smi = ∅, if the process pi never invokes write snap() on the corresponding object. The three properties are2:
• Self-inclusion. ∀i : (i, vi) ∈ smi.
• Containment. ∀i, j : smi ⊆ smj ∨ smj ⊆ smi.
• Immediacy. ∀i, j : (i, vi) ∈ smj ⇒ smi ⊆ smj .
1The original definition of the failure detector calls 3S [10] provides each process pi with a set denoted SUSPECTEDi. Using the set TRUSTEDi
is equivalent to using the set SUSPECTEDi.
2For completeness, a wait-free implementation of the write snap() operation is presented in Appendix B. This implementation is due to
Borowsky and Gafni [5].
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These properties are represented in the first image of Figure 1, for the case of three processes. The image represents
a simplicial complex, i.e. a family of sets closed under containment; each set is called a simplex, and it represents the
views of the processes after accessing the IS object. The vertices are the 0-simplexes, of size one; edges are 1-
simplexes, of size two; triangles are of size three (and so on). Each vertex is associated with a process pi, and is
labeled with smi (the view pi obtains from the object).
The highlighted 2-simplex in the figure represents a run where p1 and p3 access the object concurrently, both get
the same views seeing each other, but not seeing p2, which accesses the object later, and gets back a view with the 3
values written to the object. But p2 can’t tell the order in which p1 and p3 access the object; the other two runs are
indistinguishable to p2, where p1 accesses the object before p3 and hence gets back only its own value or the opposite.
These two runs are represented by the corner 2-simplexes. Thus, the vertices at the corners of the complex represents
the runs where only one process pi accesses the object, and the vertices in the edges connecting the corners represent
runs where only two processes access the object. The triangle in the center of the complex, represents the run where
all three processes access the object concurrently, and get back the same view.
In the iterated immediate snapshot model (IIS ) the shared memory is made up of an infinite number of one-shot
immediate snapshot objects IS [1], IS [2], . . . These objects are accessed sequentially and asynchronously by each
process.
p1 p1
p3
p2
p3
p2
p3
p1
p3
p2
p2
p1
Figure 1: One, two and three rounds in the IIS model
In Figure 1 one can see that the IIS complex remains a manifold with no holes round after round, and is constructed
recursively by replacing each simplex by the one round complex.
On the meaning of failures in the IIS model Consider a run where processes, p1, p2, p3, execute an infinite number
of rounds, but p1 is scheduled before p2, p3 in every round. The triangles at the left-bottom corners of the complexes
in Figure 1 represent such a situation; p1, at the corner, never hears from the two other processes. Of course, in
the usual (non-iterated read/write shared memory) asynchronous model, two correct processes can always eventually
communicate with each other. Thus, in the IIS model, the set of correct processes of a run, Correct IIS , is defined
as the set of processes that observe each other directly or indirectly infinitely often (a formal definition of the set
CorrectIIS is given in Appendix A).
2.3 Tasks and equivalence of the two models
An algorithm solves a task if each process starts with a private input value, and correct processes (according to
the model) eventually decide on a private output value satisfying the task’s specification. In an agreement task, the
specification is such that, if a process decides v, it is valid for any other process to decide v (or some other function of
v). The k-set agreement task is an agreement task, where processes start with input values of some domain of at least
n values, and must decide on at most k of their input values.
It was proved in [7] that a task (with a finite number of inputs) is solvable wait-free in the read/write memory
model if and only if it is solvable in the IIS model. As can be seen in Figure 1, the IIS complex of global states at
Irisa
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any round is a subdivided simplex, and hence Sperner’s Lemma implies that k-set agreement is not solvable in the IIS
model if k < n. Thus, it is also unsolvable in the wait-free read/write memory model.
3 The IRIS model
This section presents the IRIS model associated with a failure detector class C, denoted IRIS (PRC ). It consists
of a subset of runs of the IIS model, that satisfy a corresponding PRC property. In order to distinguish the write-
snapshot operation in the IIS model and its more constrained counterpart of the IRIS model, the former is denoted
R[r ].write snap(), while the latter is denoted IS [r ].WRITE SNAPSHOT().
3.1 The model IRIS (PRC ) with C = 3Sx
Let smrj be the view obtained by the process pj when it returns from the IS [r ].WRITE SNAPSHOT() invocation. As
each process pi is assumed to execute rounds forever, smri = ∅ means that pi never executes the round r, and is
consequently faulty.
p1 p1
p3
p2
p3
p2
p3
p1
p3
p2
p2
p1
Figure 2: One, two and three rounds in IRIS (PR3Sx) with x = 3 (PR3S3 is satisfied from round 2)
When x = n, PR3Sn states that in every run, there exists a process p` and a round r, such that every process that
does not crash sees p` in every round r′ ≥ r. More generally, the property states that there is a set Q of x processes
containing a process p` that does not crash, and a round r, such that at any round r′ ≥ r, each process pi ∈ Q \ {`}
either has crashed (smr′i = ∅) or obtains a view smr
′
i that contains strictly smr
′
` . Formally, the property PR3Sx is
defined as follows3:
PR3Sx ≡ ∃Q, ` : |Q| = x ∧ ` ∈ Q : ∃r : ∀r
′ ≥ r : (smr
′
` 6= ∅) ∧
(
i ∈ Q \ {`} ⇒ (smr
′
i = ∅ ∨ sm
r′
` ( sm
r′
i )
)
.
Figure 2 shows runs of the IRIS(PR3Sx) model for x = 3, while Figure 3 shows runs of the IRIS(PR3Sx)
model for x = 2. Let us notice that the complex remains connected in the case x = 2 (Figure 3) and consequently
consensus is unsolvable in that model. Differently, in the case x = 3 (Figure 2), consensus is unsolvable in 2 rounds,
but it is solvable, as in the 3rd round the complex gets disconnected.
Theorem 1 (main) An agreement task is solvable in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the class
3Sx if and only if it is solvable in the IRIS (PR3Sx) model.
We prove this theorem in Section 4 by providing a transformation from the read/write model enriched with 3Sx
to the IRIS(PR3Sx) model and the inverse transformation from the IRIS(PR3Sx) model to the read/write model
with 3Sx. The restriction of the theorem to agreement tasks comes from the fact that the first transformation does not
preserve faultiness. A correct process may be perceived faulty in the simulated iterated run.
3The definition implicitly assumes that, each invocation of IS [r ].WRITE SNAPSHOT() issued by pi takes the index i of pi as an input parameter.
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p1 p1
p3
p2
p3
p2
p3
p1
p3
p2
p2
p1
Figure 3: One, two and three rounds in IRIS (PR3Sx) with x = 2 (PR3S2 is satisfied from round 2)
3.2 The k-set agreement with 3Sx
The power of the IRIS model becomes evident when we use it to prove the lower bound for k-set agreement in the
shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the class 3Sx.
Theorem 2 In the read/write shared memory model, in which any number of processes may crash, there is no 3Sx-
based algorithm that solves k-set agreement if k < n− x + 1.
The proof consists of first observing that, if we partition the n processes in two sets: the low-order processes
L = {p1, . . . , pn−x+1} and the high-order processes H = {pn−x+2, . . . , pn}, and consider all IIS runs where the
processes in H never take any steps, these runs trivially satisfy the PR3Sx property. Therefore, as noticed at the end
of Section 2.3, k-set agreement is unsolvable in the IIS model when k < n − x + 1, and hence unsolvable in our
IRIS(PR3Sx) model. By Theorem 1 it is unsolvable in the read/write shared memory model equipped with a failure
detector of the class 3Sx.
The argument is illustrated in Figure 4. It depicts the first three rounds of a subset of legal executions in the
IRIS(PR3S2) model. More precisely, Figure 4 pictures all executions that satisfy property PR3S2 with the following
parameters: Q = {p2, p3} and ` = p2. At the heart of the proof lies the observation that these set of executions contains
all possible wait-free executions of processes p1 and p2 (these executions are highlighted in the picture). Moreover, we
observe that in these executions neither p1 nor p2 see p3 in their successive views. Therefore, an algorithm designed
for the IRIS(PR3S2) model that solves some task T can be directly used to wait-free solve the same task among p1
and p2.
p1
p3
p2
p1
p3
p2
p1
Figure 4: Subsets of IRIS(PR3S2) that contain all executions by p1 and p2
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Herlihy and Penso [22] have established a more general result. They consider an extension of the family 3Sx,
namely 3Sx,q and work in the message passing model, assuming at most t crash failure in any execution. In the full
paper we show how to prove this in our IRIS framework.
4 Simulations
This section proves Theorem 1 with the two simulations between IRIS(PR3Sx) and the read/write model with 3Sx.
Due to space limitations, the proofs of this section are in appendix C.
4.1 From the read/write model with 3Sx to IRIS (PR3Sx )
This section presents a simulation of the IRIS(PR3Sx) model from the read/write model equipped with a failure
detector 3Sx. The aim is to produce subsets of runs of the IIS model that satisfy the property PR3Sx . The algorithm
is described in Figure 5. It uses the 3Sx version based on the representative variable REPRi. R[r] is the immediate
snapshot object associated with the round r that supports an additional operation: R[r].snapshot(). Given any object
R[r], the R[r].snapshot() operations are ordered by containment, and the R[r].write snap() operations are consistently
ordered with respect to the R[r].snapshot() operations. These operations can be wait-free implemented from base
read/write operations [1, 5].
operation IS [r ].WRITE SNAPSHOT()(< i, vi >):
(1) repeat mi ← R[r].snapshot(); rpi ← REPRi
(2) until   (< rpi,− >∈ mi) ∨ rpi = i)  end repeat;
(3) smi ← R[r].write snap(< i, vi >);
(4) return (smi).
Figure 5: From the read/write model with 3Sx to the IRIS(PR3Sx) moel (code for pi)
When it invokes IS [r ].WRITE SNAPSHOT(< i, vi >), a process pi repeatedly (1) issues a snapshot operation on
R[r] in order to know which processes have already written R[r], and (2) reads the value locally output by the failure
detector (REPRi), until it discovers that it is its own representative (rpi = i) or its representative has already written
R[r] (< rpi,− >∈ mi 6= ⊥). When this occurs, pi invokes R[r].write snap(< i, vi >) to write in the object R[r]. It
finally returns the snapshot value obtained by that write snap() invocation.
In infinite executions in which the underlying failure detector belongs to the class 3Sx, the set of sequences of
views (smi) produced by the algorithm satisfies the property PR3Sx . Yet, in order to solve in the read/write model
with 3Sx a task known to be solvable in IRIS(PR3Sx), the set of correct processes Correct IIS in the simulated
execution should be related with the correct processes (denoted Correct rw) in the base read/write model. It can be
shown that Correct IIS ⊆ Correctrw. This condition is sufficient as far as we are interested in agreement tasks: when
a process has decided in the simulated run, it writes its decision in a register in order to allow the processes simulated
as faulty to decide.
4.2 From IRIS(PR3Sx) to the read/write model equipped with 3Sx
We first show how to simulate the basic operations of an IIS model, namely write() and snapshot(). This simulation
works for any IRIS (PR) model, as its runs are a subset of the IIS runs. Then a complete simulation that encompasses
the failure detector 3Sx is given.
Simulating the write() and snapshot() operations The algorithm described in Figure 6 is based on the ideas of the
simulation of [7]. A process simulates an operation op ∈ {write(), snapshot()} by invoking simulate(op). Without
loss of generality, we assume that (as in [7]) the kth value written by a process is k (consequently, a snapshot of the
shared memory is a vector made up of n integers). To respect the semantics of the shared memory, vectors v returned
as result of simulate(snapshot()) should be ordered and contain the integers written by the last simulate(write()) that
precedes it.
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init ri ← 0; last snapi[1..n]← [−1, . . . ,−1]; esti[1..n]← [0, . . . , 0];
for each ρ ≥ 1 do viewi[ρ]← ∅ end for
function simulate(op()) % op ∈ {write(), snapshot()}
(1) if op() = write() then esti[i]← esti[i] + 1 end if; r starti ← ri;
(2) repeat ri ← ri + 1;
(3) smi ← IS [ri].WRITE SNAPSHOT(< i, esti, viewi[1..(ri − 1)] >);
(4) viewi[ri]←   < i, {< j, estj > such that < j, estj ,− >∈ smi} >  ;
(5) for each ρ ∈ {1, . . . , ri − 1} do viewi[ρ]←  viewj such that <j,−,viewj >∈smi viewj [ρ] end for;
(6) esti ← maxCW{estj such that < j, estj ,− >∈ smi};
(7) if   ∃ρ > r starti such that ∃ < −, smin > such that ∀j ∈ smin : < j, smin >∈ viewi[ρ] 
% there is a smallest snapshot in viewi[r starti + 1..ri] that is known by pi %
(8) then let ρ′ be the greatest round ≤ ri that satisfies the previous predicate;
(9) smini ← the smallest snapshot in viewi[ρ′];
(10) last snapi ← maxCW{estj such that < j, estj >∈ smini};
(11) if last snapi[i] = esti[i] then if op = snapshot() then return (last snapi)
(12) else return() end if end if
(13) end if
(14) end repeat
Figure 6: Simulation of the write() and snapshot() operations in IRIS(PRC) (code for pi)
As in [7], each process pi maintains an estimate vector esti of the current state of the simulated shared memory.
When pi starts simulating its k-th write(), it increments esti[i] to k to announce that it wants to write the shared
memory (line 1). At each round r, pi writes its estimate in IS [r] and updates its estimate by taking the maximum
component-wise, denoted maxCW, of the estimates in the view smi it gets back (line 6). The main difference with
[7] is the way processes compute valid snapshots of the shared memory. In [7], pi returns a snapshot when all
estimates in its view are the same. Here, for any round r, we define a valid snapshot as the maximum component-wise
(denoted sm minr) of the estimates that appear in the smallest view (denoted sminr) returned by IS [r]. Due to the
fact that estimates are updated maximum component-wise, it follows from the containment property of views that
∀r, r′ : r < r′ ⇒ sm minr ≤ sm minr
′
.
In order to determine smallest views, each process pi maintains an array viewi[1, . . . ] that aggregates pi’s knowl-
edge of the views obtained by other processes. This array is updated at each round (lines 4-5) by taking into account
the knowledge of other processes (that appear in smi).
Then, pi tries to determine the last smallest view that it can know by observing the array viewi (line 7). If there
is a recent one (it is associated with a round greater than the round r starti at which pi has started simulating its
current operation), pi keeps it in smini (lines 8-9), and computes in last snapi the corresponding snapshot value of
the shared memory (line 10). Finally, if pi observes that its last operation announced (that is identified esti[i]) appears
in this vector, it returns last snapi (line 11). In the other cases, pi starts a new iteration of the loop body.
For any round r, let sm minr = maxCW{est such that < −, est,− >∈ sminr}. As observed earlier, the fact
that estimate vectors are component-wise maximum and the inclusion property of views imply that the sequence of
vectors (sm minr) is increasing. As each snapshot returned is equal to sm minr for some r, it follows that any two
snapshots of the shared memory are equal or one is greater than the other. Given an operation op, let us also observe
that rs ≤ r, where rs is the round at which the simulation of op starts. Hence, any simulate(snapshot()) that starts
after a completed write returns the value written or a most recent one. Finally, it can be induced from the notion of
correctness in the iterated model that correct processes may simulate infinitely many write operations while faulty
processes can simulate only a finite number of them.
From IRIS (PR3Sx ) to a failure detector of the class 3Sx In a model equipped with a failure detector, each
process can read at any time the output of the failure detector. We denote fd query() this operation. A trivial algorithm
that simulates 3Sx-queries in the IRIS(PR3Sx) is described in Figure 7.
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init ri ← 0; TRUSTEDi← Π
function simulate(fd query())
(1) ri ← ri + 1; smi ← IS [ri ].WRITE SNAPSHOT(i);
(2) TRUSTEDi← {j : j ∈ smi}; return( TRUSTEDi)
Figure 7: Simulation of fd query() in IRIS (PR3Sx) (code for pi)
General simulation Given an algorithm A that solves a task T in the read/write model equipped with 3Sx, we
show how to solve T in the IRIS(PR3Sx) model. Algorithm A performs local computation, write(), snapshot()
and fd query(). In the IRIS(PR3Sx) model, processes run in parallel the algorithms described in Figures 6 and 7
in order to simulate these operations. More precisely, whatever the operation op ∈ {write(), snapshot(), fd query()}
being simulated, each immediate snapshot object is used to update both the estimate of the shared memory and the
output of the failure detector.
A main difficulty in the proof consists in establishing that the successive states of the simulated shared memory and
the failure detector outputs are consistent with respect to failures. E.g., a process that is perceived faulty through the
simulated failure detector does not change the state of the shared memory infinitely often. To that end, we show that
any infinite run of the simulation produces an infinite run of the shared memory in which all operations are linearizable.
Then, we show that there exists a failure pattern FP such that (1) the failure detector outputs are admissible for FP
according to the failure detector specification, and (2) the successive states of the shared memory are consistent with
FP . Moreover, the correct processes in FP are exactly the correct processes of the base model. The equivalence
theorem (Theorem 1 that has been announced in Section 3.1) then follows from the two simulations presented in
Section 4.1 and Section 4.2.
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A Notion of correct process in the IIS model
This section defines precisely the notion of what is a correct process in the IIS model. Intuitively, given an infinite
execution in this model, the set of correct processes Correct IIS is the set of processes that see each other directly or
indirectly infinitely often. (A similar definition of what is a correct process in the IIS model is given in [17].)
At round r, a process pi “sees directly” a process pj if j appears in the view smri . Yet, even if ∀ r : j /∈ smri ,
a process pi can “see indirectly” a process pj by observing past views of some process pk that has seen directly pj .
For example, let us consider the following run defined for three processes: ∀r : sm2r1 = {1}, sm2r2 = {1, 2}, sm2r3 =
{1, 2, 3} and sm2r+11 = {1, 3}, sm2r+12 = {1, 2, 3}, sm2r+13 = {3}. p1 never sees directly p2. However, in each odd
round r, p1 can learn the value written by p2 in the previous round if p3 writes its last view in IS [r]. The next paragraph
formalizes the relations “seen directly” and “seen indirectly”. Given an infinite execution, the smallest equivalence
class induced by these relations define the set Correct IIS .
A run in the Iterated Immediate Snapshot model is entirely defined by the sequences (smri )r≥1 of each process
pi, where smri ⊆ {1, . . . , n} ((smri )r≥1 is the sequence of the consecutive views obtained by pi). As seen in Section
2.2, it is possible that for some processes pj we have a round Rj such ∀ r ≥ Rj : smrj = ∅ (those processes are the
processes that “crashed” in that run, according to the usual meaning).
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Given an infinite run in the IIS model, let s→ be the relation over the set of processes pi such that ∀ r ≥ 1 : smri 6=
∅, defined as follows: pi
s
→ pj if the set of rounds {r : j ∈ smri } is infinite. This relation captures the fact that
pi observes directly pj infinitely many times. Due to the self-inclusion property of the immediate snapshot objects,
the relation s→ is reflexive. Moreover, due to the containment property of the immediate snapshot objects, we have
∀ pi, pj : pi
s
→ pj ∨ pj
s
→ pi. Let
s
; be the transitive closure of s→.
Let obs(pi) be the set of processes observed directly or indirectly infinitely many often by pi, i.e., obs(pi) =
{pj : pi
s
; pj}. From the properties of
s
→, it follows that (1) ∀pi : obs(pi) 6= ∅ and (2), ∀pi, pj : obs(pi) ⊆
obs(pj) ∨ obs(pj) ⊆ obs(pi). Consequently, there exists a smallest set obsmin. We define the set of correct processes
in a run as the associated set obsmin.
The following lemma follows directly from the definition of correct processes in the IIS model.
Lemma 1 Let e be an infinite run of the IIS model. Let sminr be the smallest immediate snapshot returned at round
r. ∃R such that (1) ∀pi ∈ CorrectIIS , ∀r ≥ R : smri ⊆ CorrectIIS and, (2) ∀r ≥ R : sminr ⊆ CorrectIIS .
B A wait-free implementation of the write snap() operation
For a completeness purpose, this appendix presents a one-shot write snap() construction. This algorithm, due to
Borowski and Gafni [5], is described in Figure 8. That algorithm considers a one-shot immediate snapshot object (a
process invokes SM .write snap() at most once). It uses two arrays of 1W*R atomic registers denoted REG [1..n] and
LEVEL[1..n] (only pi can write REG [i] and LEVEL[i]). A process pi first writes its value in REG [i]. Then the core
of the implementation of write snap() is based on the array LEVEL[1..n]. That array, initialized to [n+1, . . . , n+1],
can be thought of as a ladder, where initially a process is at the top of the ladder, namely, at level n + 1. Then it
descends the ladder, one step after the other, according to predefined rules until it stops at some level (or crashes).
While descending the ladder, a process pi registers its current position in the ladder in the atomic register LEVEL[i].
After it has stepped down from one ladder level to the next one, a process pi computes a local view (denoted viewi)
of the progress of the other processes in their descent of the ladder. That view contains the processes pj seen by pi
at the same or a lower ladder level (i.e., such that leveli[j] ≤ LEVEL[i]). Then, if the current level ` of pi is such
that pi sees at least ` processes in its view (i.e., processes that are at its level or a lower level) it stops at the level ` of
the ladder. Finally, pi returns a set of pairs determined from the values of viewi. Each pair is a process index and the
value written by the corresponding process. This behavior is described in Figure 8 [5].
operation write snap(v):
REG[i]← vi;
repeat LEVEL[i]← LEVEL[i] − 1;
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do leveli[j]← LEVEL[j] end for;
viewi ←   j : leveli[j] ≤ LEVEL[i]};
until (|viewi| ≥ LEVEL[i]) end repeat;
return({(j, REG[j]) such that j ∈ viewi}).
Figure 8: Borowsky-Gafni’s one-shot write snap() algorithm (code for pi)
This very elegant algorithm satisfies the following properties [5]. The sets viewi of the processes that terminate the
algorithm, satisfy the following main property: if |viewi| = `, then pi stopped at the level `, and there are ` processes
whose current level is ≤ `. From this property, follow the self-inclusion, containment and immediacy properties
(stated in Section 2.2) that define the one-shot immediate snapshot object.
C Missing proofs of Section 4
C.1 From the read/write model with 3Sx to IRIS(PR3Sx)
This section shows that, as far as agreement tasks are concerned, the IRIS(PR3Sx) model can be simulated in the
base wait-free read/write model enriched with 3Sx. More precisely, it shows that any agreement task T that is solvable
in IRIS (PR3Sx) is solvable in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the class 3Sx (Lemma 4).
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Let us assume that each process pi invokes sequentially first IS [1].WRITE SNAPSHOT(< i,− >), then IS [2].WRITE SNAPSHOT(<
i,− >), etc., until it possibly fails. smri ⊆ {1, . . . , n} denotes the view returned from the invocation IS [r].WRITE SNAPSHOT()
(the value that pi is assumed to write together with its identity in IS [r] is ignored). Let us remind that, if pi fails before
invoking IS [r].WRITE SNAPSHOT() or does not return from that invocation, we have smri = ∅. Let S be the set of the
sequences of views obtained by the processes, i.e., S = {(smri )r≥1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. This first lemma shows that the
algorithm described in Figure 5 produces sequences that satisfy the property PR3Sx .
Lemma 2 Let S = {(smri )r≥1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} be a set of infinite sequences of views produced by algorithm 5 in
the read/write model equipped with 3Sx. S represents an infinite execution of the IIS model that satisfies the PR3Sx
property.
Proof Given a round r, views smi are returned from the object R[r] associated with round r. The properties of
this “readable” immediate snapshot object guarantees that the views {smri , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} satisfy the self-inclusion,
containment and immediacy properties. S is an admissible execution in the IIS model.
The rest of the proof is divided in two parts. The first part establishes that each correct process pi in the base model
(Correctrw denotes the set of correct process in the read/write model), obtains infinitely many views smi 6= ∅. The
second part proves that S satisfies PR3Sx .
1. ∀i ∈ Correctrw, ∀ r : smri 6= ∅. Let us assume for contradiction that ∃i ∈ Correct rw, ∃r such that smri = ∅.
Let m be the smallest round at which a correct process pi is such that smi = ∅. As pi is correct, this can only
happen if pi never gets an answer from the invocation IS [m].WRITE SNAPSHOT(). This means that pi never
exit from the repeat loop.
At pi, there is a time after which REPRi contains permanently the same identity j. Moreover, j is the identity of a
correct process and there is a time after which REPRj = j forever (definition of the class 3Sx, see Section 2.1).
Due to the definition of m, all correct processes invoke IS [m].WRITE SNAPSHOT(). Since eventually REPRj =
j forever, it follows that the predicate of line 2 (of the algorithm described in Figure 5) eventually becomes true
at pj . Therefore, pj eventually executes R[r].write snap(< j, vj >) (line 3, Figure 5). Consequently, as pi
snapshots R[m] forever, it eventually obtain a set mi that contains its representative j. It follows that pi then
computes a views smi for round r: a contradiction.
2. PR3Sx is satisfied in S. Due to the properties defining 3Sx, there is a set Q of x processes including a correct
process p`, such that, after some arbitrary but finite time τ , we have for any correct process pi: i ∈ Q ⇒
REPRi = ` and i /∈ Q ⇒ REPRi = i. Let us take the set Q and the process p` that appears in the statement of
the property PR3Sx as the set and the process that are denoted the same way in the definition of 3Sx. Let R be
the first round that starts after τ (i.e., in the given execution, any IS [R].WRITE SNAPSHOT() starts after τ ). Let
r ≥ R and pi such that i ∈ Q− {`} ∧ smri 6= ∅. As p` is correct, it writes in R[r] (as shown in Item 1 above).
When pi executes the repeat loop of round r, it is such that REPRi = `(6= i). The only possibility for pi to exit
the repeat loop is to observe that p` has executed R[r].write snap(), from which we conclude that smr` ( smri .
It follows that the property PR3Sx is satisfied in S.
2Lemma 2
The previous proof shows that at least one process obtains infinitely many non-empty views in S. The set of correct
processes Correct IIS in the simulated execution is consequently non-empty. Moreover, one can easily check that a
correct process in the simulated execution is a correct process in the base read/write model.
Lemma 3 Let S be an infinite IRIS (PR3Sx) execution produced by the algorithm described in Figure 5. Let
Correctrw and CorrectIIS be respectively the sets of correct processes in the execution of the base model and in
the simulated execution S. Correct IIS ⊆ Correctrw.
A simple counter example that in general Correct IIS 6= Correctrw is as follows. In an execution such that
|Correctrw| ≥ 2, a process pi ∈ Correctrw that is eventually its own representative forever may always be the
first to write each object R[r]. In that case, there is only one correct process in the simulated execution, i.e.,
CorrectIIS = {i}.
Finally, we show that any agreement task solvable in the IRIS(PR3Sx) model is also solvable in the base
read/write model with 3Sx.
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Lemma 4 Let T be an agreement task. If T is solvable in IRIS(PR3Sx) model, then it is solvable in the read/write
model enriched with 3Sx.
Proof Let A be an algorithm that solves T in the IRIS(PR3Sx) model. Let D be a shared array intended to contain
decided values. To solve T in the read/write model with 3Sx, each process simulates each WRITE SNAPSHOT()
operation of A (with the algorithm described in Figure 5) and periodically scans D. When a process decides through
the simulation, it writes its decision value in D. A process that observes a decided value in D decides this value.
It follows from Lemma 2 that values that are decided through the simulation of A respect the specification of
T (this is because A solves T in IRIS(PR3Sx) and the simulation produces executions that are admissible in this
model). As T is an agreement task, any value written in D can be safely decided by any process. Moreover, it follows
from Lemma 3 that at least one correct process (in the read/write model) decides through the simulation of A. Such
a process writes its decision in D. Consequently, all correct processes decide (either directly by simulating A or by
observing a decision written in D). 2Lemma 4
C.2 From IRIS(PR3Sx) to the read/write model with 3Sx
This section proves that the general simulation (Section 4.2) produces valid runs of the read/write model augmented
with a failure detector 3Sx.
C.2.1 Simulation of write() and snapshot() operations
In the IRIS(PR3Sx) model, let us assume that processes simulate write() and snapshot() operations by invoking
simulate() (algorithm described in Figure 6). We show that by doing so, processes simulate a valid run of the
read/write model. Moreover, every simulate(op) invocation issued by any correct process in the IRIS(PR3Sx) run
terminates.
Let xri denotes the value of the local variable xi of process pi at the end of round r (i.e., before pi executes ri ←
r+1). Among all the immediate snapshots returned by the invocations of WRITE SNAPSHOT() on object IS[r], sminr
is the smallest immediate snapshot returned. As the immediate snapshots returned by IS[r].WRITE SNAPSHOT()
invocations are ordered by containment, sminr is well defined. Let Mm estr be the vector that is the component-
wise maximum of the estimates est that appear in sminr, i.e, Mm estr = maxCW{est such that < −, est,− >∈
sminr}. (Mm estr stands for Maximum of the est vectors that appear in the smallest immediate snapshot of the
round r.) Lemma 5 states that all vectors sm smin are ordered.
Lemma 5 ∀r : Mm estr ≤Mm estr+1.
Proof Let i such that < i, esti,− >∈ sminr+1. Due to the containment property of immediate snapshots, sminr ⊆
smri . As pi updates its estimate vector by taking the maximum component-wise of all estimate vectors it observes in
smri , it follows that Mm estr ≤ estri . At the beginning of round r + 1, esti may change but it remains greater than
Mm estr (line 1). Consequently, Mm estr ≤ esti ≤Mm estr+1. 2Lemma 5
When a process pi simulates an operation op ∈ {write(), snapshot()}, it accesses a sequence of immediate snap-
shot objects IS [r], IS [r + 1], . . . , IS [r + α] or, in other words, execute rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + α. Let τs(op) and
τe(op) be respectively the ranks of the first and the last objects accessed by pi while simulating op. If the invocation
simulate(op) never terminates whereas pi keeps executing rounds forever, let τe(op) = +∞.
Each process pi simulates a sequence of operation op1i , op2i , . . . , opxi ∈ {write(), snapshot()}. This sequence may
be infinite and the last operation may not terminate. Let us consider the following read/write run denoted erw. In
erw, processes perform exactly the same sequence of write() and snapshot() operations. Moreover, each operations
opxi starts at time τs(opxi ) and ends at time τe(opxi ). In the following, we establish that erw is a valid execution in the
read/write model.
We first observe that the timing of the relevant events (i.e., the starts and the ends of write() and snapshot()
operations) in erw is consistent with causality.
Lemma 6 Let op1 a snapshot() operation that returns v and op2 the k-th write() operations issued by pi. v[i] = k ⇒
τs(op2) ≤ τe(op1).
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Proof At any process pj , estrj [i] = k is always due to the fact that process pi has executed esti[i] ← k at line 1
at the beginning of some round r. This occurs only when pi starts simulating its k-th write() operation. As the k-th
write of pi starts at round τs(op2), it follows that ∀r < τs(op2), ∀pj : estrj [i] < k. Consequently, ∀r < τs(op2) :
Mm estr[i] < k.
Let us observe that v is equal to Mm estr, for some r such that τs(op1) ≤ r ≤ τe(op1) (lines 7-11). Since
v[i] = Mm estr[i] = k, it follows that τs(op2) ≤ τe(op1). 2Lemma 6
To show that the simulation respects the semantic of the read/write model, let us build a total order S on the
simulated snapshot() and write() operations. We consider all effective operations. An operation is effective if its
simulation completes. Moreover, the k-th write() operation of process pi is effective if there exists a vector v returned
as a result of a simulate(snapshot()) invocation such that v[i] = k. Thus, some of the write operations whose
associated simulation does not terminate are effective, others are not. Intuitively, an effective write is a write whose
value is seen by other processes. In order to build S, we associate a timestamp ts(op) to each effective operation.
Each simulated shared memory operation op is uniquely associated with a vector v. This vector is the value of
the local variable last snapi when pi returns from the invocation simulate(op) (line 11). It directly follows from the
code that every such vector is equal to Mm estr for some r (lines 7-13). Moreover, we have τs(op) ≤ r ≤ τe(op).
If op is a snapshot() that returns v, then ts(op) is the integer r such that v = Mm estr. More precisely, r is the
value of the local variable ρ′ when the invoking process returns. Let us assume that op is a write() operation, say the
k-th write() of process pi. If the invocation simulate(op) terminates, let r be the round identified by the algorithm
such that last snapi = Mm estr when pi returns. Otherwise, r = +∞. ts(op) is the minimum between r and the
set of timestamps of snapshot() operations that return a vector whose i-th entry is equal to k, i.e., ts(op) = min({r}∪
{ts(snapshot()) : simulate(snapshot()) returns v with v[i] = k}). Let us notice that we have Mm estts(op)[i] = k.
The operations are first ordered in S according to their timestamps. If several operations have the same timestamp,
write() are ordered before snapshot(); write() and snapshot() are then ordered according to the round at which they
start. Finally, two operations of the same type that have the same timestamp and start at the same round are ordered
according to the identity of the invoking process.
Lemma 7 S is a linearization of the snapshot() and write() operations.
Proof The following facts establish that the simulated snapshot() and write() operations are linearizable.
1. S is consistent with the timing of the beginning and the end of write() and snapshot() operations in the simulated
run. More precisely, let op1 and op2 such that τe(op1) < τs(op2). op1 appears before op2 in S.
It directly follows from the definition of timestamps that ts(op1) ≤ τe(op1). If op2 is a snapshot() operation,
τs(op2) ≤ ts(op2). If op2 is a write() operation, say the k-th write() of pi, we consider two cases :
• There is a snapshot() operation op that returns v such that v[i] = k and ts(op2) = ts(op) = r. In that case,
v = Mm estr, i.e., v is the maximum component-wise of the estimates estj contained in the smallest view
of round r. estj [i] = k is always due to the fact that pi has executed esti[i] ← k at line 1. Moreover,
this occurs only when pi starts simulating its k-th write() operation. Consequently, τs(op2) ≤ r, i.e.,
τs(op2) ≤ ts(op2).
• There is no such snapshot() operation. In that case, the timestamp associated with op2 is a round r such
τs(op2) ≤ r ≤ τe(op2). Therefore, τs(op2) ≤ ts(op2).
We have shown that ts(op1) ≤ τe(op1) < τs(op2) ≤ ts(op2), from which we conclude that op1 appears before
op2 in S.
2. The vectors returned by snapshot() operations are ordered. More precisely, let op1 and op2 be two snapshot()
operations that return v1 and v2 respectively. op1 appears before op2 in S ⇒ v1 ≤ v2.
Since op1 appears before op2 in S, r1 = ts(op1) ≤ ts(op2) = r2. Moreover, by definition of timestamps
v1 = Mm est
r1 and v2 = Mm estr2 . It then follows from Lemma 5 that v1 ≤ v2.
3. Let op be a snapshot() operation that returns v. v[i] = k ⇒ there are k write() operations of pi that precede op
in S.
Let op` be the `-th write of pi. By definition of timestamps, ts(opk) ≤ ts(op). Since write() are ordered before
snapshot() that have the same timestamp, opk is ordered before op in S. Moreover, due to the first item above,
op1, . . . , opk−1 are ordered before opk in S.
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4. Let op be a snapshot() operation that returns v. op appears after k write() operations of pi in S implies that
v[i] ≥ k.
Let op′ be the k-th write of pi. Since op′ appears before op in S, r′ = ts(op′) ≤ ts(op) = r. Due to the
definition of the timestamps of the write() operations, r′ is such that Mm estr′ [i] = k. Similarly, due to the
definition of the timestamps of the snapshot() operations, Mm estr = v. As r′ ≤ r, it follows from Lemma 5
that Mm estr′ ≤Mm estr, from which we conclude that k ≤ v[i].
2Lemma 7
The first part of the proof has addressed the “safety” of simulation. In what follows, we address the “liveness” part
by showing that all invocations simulate(op) issued by the processes ∈ Correct IIS terminate.
Lemma 8 Let r ≥ n + 1. ∃ρ′ : r − n ≤ ρ′ ≤ r such that sminri = sminρ
′
.
Proof The proof is by induction on the size of the union of the smallest snapshots. Let HR(k) be the following
property : ∣∣ ⋃
r−k ≤ ρ ≤ r
sminρ
∣∣ ≤ k ⇒ ∃ρ′ ∈ {r − k, . . . , r} : sminri = sminρ
′
.
This property states that when the smallest snapshots of k consecutive rounds are included in a set of size k, pi is
able to identify at least one of them by the end of round k + 1. Hence, if we prove HR(n) we prove the Lemma.
• HR(1). ∃j such that sminr−1 = sminr = {j}. At the end of round r−1, viewj [r−1] =< j, {j} >. At round
r, viewj is observed by all processes since the smallest round of that round is {j}. Consequently, pi includes
< j, {j} > in viewi[r − 1] and identifies {j} as the smallest snapshot of round r − 1.
• HR(k)⇒ HR(k + 1).
– ∀j ∈ sminr−k−1 : ∃ρ ∈ {r − k, . . . , r} such that j ∈ sminρ. In other words, each j in the smallest
snapshot of round r − k − 1 appears again least once in the smallest snapshots of rounds r − k, . . . , r.
During such a round, pi observes pj’s snapshot of round r−k−1. It then follows that by the end of round
r, viewi[r − k − 1] contains < j, smr−k−1j > for each j ∈ smin
r−k−1
. Consequently, pi identifies the
smallest snapshot of round r − k − 1 while executing line 7 during round r.
– In the other case, ∃j ∈ sminr−k−1 such that ∀ρ ∈ {r−k, . . . , r} : j /∈ sminρ. Thus, j /∈
⋃
r−k ≤ ρ ≤ r smin
ρ
,
from which we obtain |
⋃
r−k ≤ ρ ≤ r smin
ρ| ≤ k. Consequently, in that case HR(k + 1) follows from
HR(k). 2Lemma 8
Lemma 9 Let pi ∈ CorrectIIS . Each invocation of simulate(op) issued by pi terminates.
Proof Let us assume for contradiction that the invocation simulate(op) issued by pi does not terminate. Let r0 be the
round at which simulate(op) starts and let k = esti[i] when pi starts the repeat loop while simulating op.
As the processes update their estimates by taking the component-wise maximum of the estimates they see, it
follows from the definition of Correct IIS (see section A) that after some round r1 all processes pj ∈ CorrectIIS
are such that estj [i] = k. Moreover, there exists a round r2 such that the smallest snapshots that are returned from
IS [r2], IS [r2 + 1], . . . contain only identities of processes that belongs to Correct IIS (Lemma 1). Finally, there
is some round r ≥ r0 during which pi discovers the smallest immediate snapshot returned at some round r′ ≥
max(r1, r2, r0) (Lemma 8). Consequently, pi computes during round r a snapshot of the shared memory last snapi
such that last snapi[i] = k (lines 7-10) and then completes the simulation of op (line 11): a contradiction. 2Lemma 9
C.2.2 Simulation of the failure detector queries fd query()
Let us assume that in the IRIS(PR3Sx) model, processes simulate fd query() by invoking simulate(fd query())
(Algorithm 7). The simulation is correct if there exists a failure pattern fprw and a timing of operations such that the
outputs of fd query() respect the specification of the class 3Sx.
To simulate an operation op, a process accesses one object IS [r] and computes the output of the failure detector
from the view it gets back from that object. Hence, let us define the time τ(op) at which the query occurs to be r, the
rank of the immediate snapshot object accessed to compute the failure detector output.
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Let us define failure pattern fprw as follows. If the IRIS(PR3Sx) run is finite, all processes are correct in
fprw. If the run is infinite (processes keep simulating fd query() operations), let R be the smallest round such that
∀r ≥ R : (1) the smallest view returned at round r contained only identities of processes in Correct IIS and, (2) at
round r the view obtained by each process in Correct IIS contains only identities of processes in Correct IIS . Due
to Lemma 1, such a round exists. In fprw, the set of correct processes is exactly Correct IIS . All faulty processes
fail at time τf = R (let us remind that the round numbers in IRIS(PR3Sx) do correspond to the time instants in the
simulated read/write model).
Lemma 10 The outputs generated by the algorithm described in Figure 7 satisfy the specification of the class 3Sx
with respect to fprw.
Proof As the properties of the class 3Sx are eventual, the outputs of the algorithm are always valid in any finite run.
Let us assume that some processes simulate infinitely many fd query() operations.
We first checks that, at each correct process pi, the set TRUSTEDi satisfies strong completeness. After time τf = R,
each correct process observes only correct process in its view smi (by definition of fprw and Lemma 1). Therefore,
the sets TRUSTEDi, i ∈ CorrectIIS eventually contains only identities of correct processes.
For limited scope eventual weak accuracy, the property PR3Sx states that there is a set Q of x processes containing
a process p` and a round r, such that, for any round r′ ≥ r, for any pi ∈ Q − {`}, smr
′
` ( sm
r′
i . We consider two
cases.
• Q∩CorrectIIS 6= ∅. In that case, the eventual limited accuracy property directly follows from PR3Sx and the
code of the algorithm.
• Q ∩ Correct IIS = ∅. Let pi be an arbitrary correct process. The limited scope weak accuracy property is
satisfied for the pair {pi, Q}. (This property requires that each correct process in Q eventually trusts forever the
same correct process pi. As Q contains only faulty processes, the property is trivially satisfied.) 2Lemma 10
C.2.3 General simulation
This final part of the proof shows that any task solvable in the read/write model with 3Sx is solvable in the IRIS(PR3Sx).
Let us assume that processes simulate an algorithm A designed for the read/write model equipped with 3Sx. In the
first part of the proof, we have established that simulated write() and snapshot() operations are linearizable (Lemma
7) and every invocation of simulate(op) by processes in Correct IIS terminates (Lemma 9). In the second part, we
have shown that there is a failure pattern fprw such that the outputs of fd query() are valid with respect to that failure
pattern. Moreover, the correct processes in fprw are exactly the correct processes of the IRIS(PR3Sx) run.
It remains to show that the view of failures through snapshot() operations and fd query() are consistent.
Lemma 11 Let pi be a faulty processes according to fprw. Let R be the time at which pi fails. Assuming pi starts
simulating its k-th write operation at some round ≥ R. For every v returns as a result of simulate(snapshot()),
v[i] < k.
Proof Assume for contradiction that there exists a vector v returned by a snapshot() operation such that v[i] ≥ k. It
then follows that there is a round r0 such that Mm estr0 [i] ≥ k, where Mm estr0 is the maximum component-wise
of the estimates contained in sminr0 (lines 7-13). However, Mm estr[i] ≥ k is always due to the fact that pi has
executed esti[i] ← k at line 1. This only happens when pi starts simulating its k-th write() operation. Consequently
r0 ≥ R (observation O1).
By definition of fprw, R is such that (observation O2) ∀r ≥ R : sminr ⊆ CorrectIIS , and (observation O3)
∀r ≥ R, ∀j ∈ CorrectIIS : smrj ⊆ CorrectIIS . As r0 ≥ R (O1), the smallest view sminr0 contains only estimate of
correct processes (O2). It then follows that between the round≥ R at which pi introduces the new value k and round
r0, pi has been observed directly or indirectly by a correct process pj . As a correct process observes only correct
processes in their views after round R (O3), this cannot happen. 2Lemma 11
Lemma 12 Let T be a decision task.If T is wait-free solvable in the read/write model with 3Sx⇒, it is is solvable in
IRIS(PR3Sx).
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Proof Let A be an algorithm that solves T in the read/write model. To solve T in the IRIS (PR3Sx) model, each
process simulates write(), snapshot() and fd query() operations of A by running in parallel Algorithms 6 and 7.
The simulation produces an admissible run of the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the class
3Sx in which the correct processes are exactly the correct processes in the run of the IRIS (PR3Sx) model. More
precisely, this follows from the following facts :
• There is a linearization of write() and snapshot() operations that respects the semantic of the read/write shared
memory model (Lemma 7).
• Every operation simulated by each process ∈ Correct IIS terminates (Lemma 9).
• There is a failure pattern in which correct processes are exactly processes ∈ Correct IIS such that the outputs
of fd query() satisfy the specification of the class 3Sx with respect to that failure pattern (Lemma 10).
• The successive states of the simulated shared memory is consistent with that failure pattern (Lemma 11).
Consequently, each process∈ Correct IIS decides and the decisions obtained satisfy the specification of T . 2Lemma 12
By piecing together Lemma 4 and Lemma 12, we obtain the equivalence theorem.
Theorem 1 Let T be an agreement task. T is solvable in in the read/write model with 3Sx if and only if T is solvable
in IRIS (PR3Sx).
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